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The primary objective of this study was to summarize the

budgeting procedures used by public school homemaking teachers in

Oregon. It was hoped the results of the study would:

1. Benefit teacher education in preparing future teachers to

cope with the intricacies involved in developing workable

budgets.

2. Help administrators in their work with the homemaking

department and the general budget.

3. Help initiate new teachers to the homemaking program.

4. Aid current teachers in evaluating and revising ongoing

budgets.

A questionnaire constructed by the author and developmentally

tested included provisions for assessing (1) background data,



(2) specifics pertaining to budgeting practices, (3) the role of budgeting

in the content areas, (4) what the homemaking budget was expected to

cover, and (5) possible avenues which financially support the depart-

ment. The systematic sample included 25 percent of the public school

homemaking departments in Oregon. A 73 percent return was received

from the sample.

Data showed 18 percent of the teachers had only one year of

teaching experience and 50 percent of the teachers had less than six

years. Of the teachers with one year of teaching experience, 83 per-

cent did not feel adequately prepared and of those with less than six

years of teaching experience, 56 percent did not feel adequately pre-

pared to develop budgets. Only 63 percent of all the respondents felt

adequately prepared to develop budgets. Forty -nine percent of the

teachers reported that budgeting help was available in their districts,

however most teachers felt trial and error, and work experience had

been a dominant factor in their departmental financial management. It

would seem that more guidance is imperative at both the university

level in teacher education and at the school district level if teachers

are to have the essential budgeting skills in their early years of

teaching.

Seventy-seven percent of the elementary and junior high school

(JHS) and 86 percent of the senior high school (SHS) teachers reported

that they knew the amounts of money remaining in their budget.



Ninety-three percent reported avenues that were available for

supporting their department, but only 67 percent of the JHS and 63

percent of the SHS teachers actually reported the amounts of money

that were available for their use. Likewise, only 43 percent of the

JHS and 56 percent of the SHS teachers reported how many students

they had and how much money they could spend for each content area.

It is the author's contention that if the homemaking teacher is to

maximize the educational offerings of the homemaking program she

must keep current on the status of the resources available to her, a

procedure apparently not practiced due to the above contradicting

responses. From the data collected, a close correlation between the

two educational levels could be seen in terms of which content areas

most often received financial support and what the homemaking budget

was expected to cover.

The SHS homemaking teachers played a greater role in the

determination of budget allocations than did the JHS teachers. This

could be one reason for consistently less money being allocated for

the JHS programs than for the SHS programs.

Analysis of the data prompted the following recommendations in

order to strengthen the educational effort of the state.

1. Exploration to determine what budgeting practices are

used by public school teachers in other vocational areas.



2. A series of workshops with emphasis on the development of

skills and competencies in the use of budgeting practices.

3. A follow up study to determine the expectations administra-

tors have of their homemaking teacher's adequacy in

financial management.

4. A follow up study with emphasis on money amounts the

homemaking departments have available.

5. More training in budgeting procedures in teacher education

programs at the university level.
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A DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY OF BUDGETING PROCEDURES
USED BY PUBLIC SCHOOL HOMEMAKING

TEACHERS IN OREGON

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Financing for education is becoming increasingly more difficult

to obtain. Today it seems shortages are prevalent throughout the

world, the energy crisis alone has touched all aspects of living. Pro-

duction and transportation costs have increased as a result of the fuel

shortage, and these costs have been passed on to the consumer,

whether it be individual or institution. Budget allowances and esti-

mates that seemed realistic a few months ago, are no longer capable

of meeting the costs of today. "Spiraling costs have been met by

resistance from the taxpayer as tax overrides and school bonds have

been voted down at the polls" (Dean, 1973, p. 24).

The basic assumption that the needs of education are unlimited

is not accepted today (Lindman, 1972). As a result of these changes

the concept of accountability has evolved. Systems and methods for

more responsible management have been sought. Another development

that has influenced management procedures is that, "Today's teachers

and prospective teachers are increasingly unwilling to accept policies

and procedures in which they have had little, if any, input" (Howard,

1973, p. 110).
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School budgets should be a direct reflection of the educational

program. Dean (1973) contended that "There is no single item in

the total education program that has more impact on the final education

than the fiscal budget" (p. 24).

Involving teachers in the decision-making process makes them

more aware of cost budget limitations because they know the budget

is a composite of their expenditures; it makes them feel that they have

control over the instructional process; and it does away with teacher

complaints about materials they do not want and do not use (Nation's

Schools, 1972). Hatcher and Andrews (1963) expressed the home-

making teacher's responsibility when they stated,

Both the experienced and the inexperienced teacher will
need to keep abreast of the times, to become familiar
with new techniques and the instructional resources and
with new products on the market. Each needs to be alert
to possible improvements for the department that will
strengthen her homemaking program (p. 318).

Need for the Study

We find all aspects of our society faced with the need for

accountability. There is a need for spending more time on budgeting,

involving more people, and relying on information about current

goals, problems, and procedures; however, little resource help is

available to fulfill these needs.

Pertinent literature on departmental budgeting and guidelines

are almost non-existent. Most teachers are forced to rely on last
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year's budget because they have not been adequately prepared during

their teacher education program to cope with the intricacies involved

in developing workable budgets. Pauline Goodwin (1974), Home

Economics Specialist for the Oregon Board of Education, has experi-

enced, "Numerous requests from teachers and administrators seeking

guidelines or help to determine budgetary costs for homemaking pro-

grams," According to Miss Goodwin, "It has been over 10 years

since any research has been done to establish budgeting guidelines

in Oregon." Therefore, it would seem expedient that provisions be

made available to update those who prepare such personnel. It is

hoped the results of this study will:

1. Benefit teacher education in preparing future teachers to cope

with the intricacies involved in developing workable budgets.

2. Help administrators in their work with the homemaking depart-

ment and the general budget.

3. Help initiate new teachers to the homemaking program.

4. Aid current teachers in evaluating and revising ongoing budgets.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to summarize the budgeting

procedures used by public school homemaking teachers in the state

of Oregon.



Objectives
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1. To obtain program background.

2. To identify specifics pertaining to budgeting practices:

a. the budget

b. allocations

c. teacher experiences

3. To determine amounts of money available and number of

students involved in each of the content areas.

4. To identify what the homemaking budget is expected to cover.

5. To determine possible avenues for resources that the home-

making department can draw from and is supported by

Limitations of the Study

This study was limited to a systematic sampling of the budgeting

procedures used by public school homemaking teachers in Oregon,

The data collection was representative of the 1973-1974 school year

Definition of Terms

1. Budgeting procedures: The methods used in the allocation and

management of resources.

2. Systematic sample: A list of a given population is available

and a sample is drawn from fixed intervals on that list

(Van Da len, 1966).
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter is to review only pertinent refer-

ences that relate to concepts of school budgeting and management of

resources. The chapter is divided into two major categories. First

is an overview of factors that have influenced the financial situation

of today's education in the nation. The second category covering the

role of the budget and budgeting in the homemaking department,

reviewed opinions of home economics education textbook authors in

relation to demands and needs of today.

Education Today

School finances are issues of national importance and public

concern. The main three forces facing the educational system today

are:

1. The taxpayer revolt.

2. Court decisions dealing with the constitutionality of prevailing

methods of public education financing.

3. The increase in public school enrollment (Reischauer, 1973).

In his discussion on budget preparation, Tonigan (1973) empha-

sized the tight times for education. This tightness exists because

(1) public funds are harder to secure since voters are turning down
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a record number of bond issues and operating levies; (2) labor,

materials and service costs have skyrocketed; (3) inflation erodes

even the "hold the line budgets"; (4) school enrollment continues to

climb; and (5) technology continues to place greater demand on the

educational dollar. He informs us that in theory the educational

economy follows the national economy by 18 months. Therefore, if

the national economy would begin an upswing immediately, "the tight

times of today will mean even tighter times for approximately the

next two school years, ' (p. 30).

A recent Gallup poll showed that the American people are

aware of the public school financing problem. They rated financing

as the toughest problem confronting schools. Hill (1972) summarized

the results of the poll when he wrote,

Interestingly enough, they placed the financial difficul-
ties ahead of integration, discipline, the shortage of
facilities, and even the drug abuse problem, despite
the wide publicity many of these other issues have been
receiving (p. 12).

As a result of the record inflation of recent months educators

are reporting numerous problems. Cutbacks are affecting the quality

and the quantity of school programs.

Yarber (1972) compared the financial situation of the 1970's

to that of the 1960' s. He referred to the 1960' s as an "era of vast

expansion when money for the development and enlargement of cur-

riculum programs was readily available in many areas" (p. 602).



The word used to describe the outlook for the 1970's was "bleak."

While the 1960's were a time for development and enlargement, the

decade of the 70's will be a time of curtailment and the phasing out

of existing programs.

Rice (1970) projected that by 1980 the annual costs of public

elementary and secondary schools in the United States will more than

double. He reported that the annual public education costs for 1960

were $15.6 billion, the annual public education costs for 1970 were

$39.5 billion, and these same costs for 1980 will approach $100.0

billion.

Calkins (1971) reported that local taxes for education in 1960

yielded $8. 0 billion and in 1970 yielded $20.3 billion. State taxes

for education yielded $5. 5 billion in 1960 and $15.6 billion in 1970.

"In the period 1960-1969, the state and local tax burden increased

from 8 to 10 percent of GNP - an increase of 25 percent" (p. 31).

It must be evident that the American public is in no mood
to pay these escalating costs of education, UNLESS:

1. It sees a greater value and better results from
this tremendous investment.

2. Education is given a reasonable priority in the
budgeting of state and federal revenues (Rice,
1970, p. 16).

At present the public views education as big business. Even

the administrators have lost their "identity" as educational leaders

and are now seen in the role of business-managers (Hat ley, 1973).

Speares (1973), a school operator, even wrote,
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We are often more concerned about how to secure the
school dollar than how to spend it effectively. Assum-
ing that we always need more money then working around
the calendar to get it has become a way of life (p. 486).

To further describe this concept Hat ley (1973) wrote,

Public education must be described as big business in
terms of number of persons employed, number of persons
affected by the school program, and size of budgetary allo-
cations to educational programs. Education increasingly
has appropriated larger shares of the total available public
sector resources (p. 320).

Circumstances contributing to the development of this big busi-

ness attitude include:

1. The emergence of a cost-conscious public brought by a rise in

the educational level with an accompanying increase in manage-

ment skills.

2. The emergence of social reforms like strikes, unions and equal

opportunity into the educational system.

3. The emergence of mechanization emphasis in the teaching

process.

4. The emergence of scientific management systems.

Solem (1973) summarized public attitude toward the educational

big business when she contended,

You represent big business in a big way. The aggravating
aspect is that you don't appear to be running the operation
in an altogether businesslike fashion, It does in fact look
a bit makeshift at times when school district accounting
boils down to little more than the country store variety
of bookkeeping. That's no way to run any multi-billion
dollar business - including public education (p. 42).
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Apparent to everyone should be the fact that effective management

of resources, available to carry out programs and meet the needs

of today's increasing public school population, is paramount.

The Homemaking Department Budget

The role of the budget is often times overlooked. This role

should be to:

1. Stimulate and strengthen the homemaking program.

2. Provide continuing appraisal of the roles and functions of the

homemaking program.

3. Encourage the development of new offerings to improve the

overall homemaking program.

4. Upgrade the information of both students and staff.

5. Control performance evaluation and planning.

Even in 1942 Spafford stated,

The cost of education is one of the constantly recurring
topics of discussion, and the cost of home economics
with its laboratories and laboratory equipment and com-
paratively small classes often seems to come in for more
than its share of such discussion (p. 360).

In the words of Hatcher and Halchin (1973) "Taking care of

department business is an essential goal in managing the department

effectively" (p. 240). The alert teacher finds out early the amount

of the budget, when it will be available, her responsibility, if any,

for securing it and the procedures involved in making purchases
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(Spafford, 1942).

Williamson and Stewart (1962) in their book Homemaking Educa-

tion in the High School wrote,

The business of the home economics department usually
consists of planning for expenditures or making a budget;
keeping accounts; buying supplies; paying bills; taking
and checking inventories; keeping records; filing finan-
cial reports and bills (p. 310).

Homemaking teachers along with all professional educators

must meet the "demand for relevant, effective, quality education

while the pressure for cost reductions continues" (Hill, 1972, p. 12).

Hat ley (1973) stated,

It seems that public education will continually and increas-
ingly be confronted with two basic expectations: (1) that
education make the most efficient use possible of its allo-
cated resources - which means to some simply spending
less money and to others spending without waste; and
(2) that public school programs and educators be more
effective in meeting the social and economic needs of the
nation and the world (p. 321).

Rice (1970) aptly summarized the trends of thoughts regarding

the current school financial scene when he contended that the teaching

profession needs to:

1. Give the public more evidence that the quality of edu-
cation is improving. This means greater efficiency
in school management and more effective instruction
in the classroom.

2. Give the public more reason to believe that teachers
and administrators are working together to achieve
purposes of education which the citizens of this coun-
try have established and endorsed.
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3. Provide leadership for a pattern of financing public
education in which all citizens participate through
federal, state and local taxation (p. 16).
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study was to summarize the budgeting

procedures used by public school homemaking teachers in Oregon.

Homemaking teachers in elementary, junior and senior high schools

participated by filling out questionnaires. Categories emphasized

were program background information, budgeting procedures,

amounts of money available and number of students involved in the

content areas, the homemaking budget, and possible avenues avail-

able for resources.

Preparation of the Questionnaire

A working draft questionnaire seeking pertinent budget informa-

tion was designed through the use of homemaking departmental budget

plans, school district plans and current literature on financial man-

agement. Critiques received from a panel of experts consisting of

12 administrators and homemaking teachers, were useful to the refine-

ment of this rough draft questionnaire. The final questionnaire was

then administered to a systematic sample of Oregon public school

homemaking teachers. Colored questionnaires were selected to

stimulate response and also to provide a color code for the two edu-

cational levels which would facilitate tabulation. Blue questionnaires
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were mailed to the selected high school homemaking departments,

while yellow ones were mailed to the selected elementary and junior

high school departments. During follow up correspondence the ques-

tionnaires were referred to by color.

The Sample

The sample for this study consisted of public school homemak-

ing teachers in Oregon (since it was their budgeting procedures

which were to be summarized). A systematic sample was selected

from the 1973-74 Homemaking Teachers in Oregon Public Schools

listing, compiled by the Oregon State Department of Education. The

sample was divided into two categories: (1) senior high school

departments and (2) elementary and junior high school departments

to determine if differences exist in the financial management of the

two levels.

The systematic sampling method was selected in order to

provide a representative sample distribution throughout Oregon.

The 1973-1974 listing places schools in an alphabetical ordering by

county. Drawing the sample from fixed intervals on this list facili-

tated a more equal weighting of the hidden parameters such as socio-

economic classes, standard and styles of living and population

density.
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The Collection of Data

A sample of ten percent of the total population was needed for

a valid study. Approximately 25 percent of the total population was

sampled by selecting every fourth senior high school and every fourth

elementary and junior high school on the 1973-1974 listing. Fifty-six

of the 211 Oregon public high schools with homemaking programs and

44 of the 184 elementary and junior high school programs were

selected.

A questionnaire was mailed with a self addressed stamped

envelope to each homemaking department included in the sample.

Follow up postcards were mailed to those who had not responded

within the first two weeks. Questionnaires were accepted for a total

of five weeks from the original mailing date.

Seventy-three percent of the total questionnaires mailed out

were returned. This response included 77 percent of the high schools

and 68 percent of the elementary and junior high schools surveyed.

Figure 1 reveals by county the number of elementary and junior high

school, and senior high school homemaking programs in each county,

those systematically sampled, and those teachers who returned the

questionnaire. It illustrates the geographical distribution of the

schools used in this study.
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Procedure for Analysis of Data

Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data gathered

in terms of the five objectives identified in Chapter L Numbers,

percentages, means, ranges and standard deviations were utilized

in presenting relevant discussion, tables, and figures.
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The returned questionnaires were analyzed to learn what budget-

ing procedures were used by homemaking teachers in Oregon. Data

collected in response to the five basic objectives identified in Chap-

ter I have been summarized through the use of descriptive statistics

in tables, figures and relevant discussion. Hereafter elementary

and junior high schools, and senior high schools will be referred

to as JHS and SHS respectively and all percentages will be given in

this order.

As presented in Table 1 the total number of returned question-

naires was 30 (16 percent) of all the 184 JHS and 43 (20 percent) of

all the 211 SHS homemaking programs in Oregon. Utilizing the 1971

Oregon Census Statistics, all Oregon public schools offering home-

making were grouped according to the city size in which they were

located. The percentage of responses from the JHS and SHS pro-

grams in each of the five city size groups were: over 100, 000--seven

percent JHS and six percent SHS, 25, 000 to 100, 000--36 percent and

29 percent, 5, 000 to 25, 000--18 percent and 18 percent, 1, 000 to

5, 000 - -16 percent and 21 percent and 0 to 1, 000--22 percent and

22 percent.



Table 1. Percentage of respondents in city size groupings to the total number of homemaking
programs in each grouping

City size groupings Total # of programs
in Oregon

JHS SHS

# of programs
in sample

JHS SHS

% of represen.-
tation

JHS SHS
(%) ( %)

Over 100, 000 69 16 5 1 7 6

25, 000 to 100, 000 25 17 9 5 36 29

5, 000 to 25, 000 56 44 10 8 18 18

1, 000 to 5, 000 25 62 4 13 16 21

0 to 1, 000 9 72 2 16 22 22

Total 184 211 30 43 16 20
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Table 2 depicts an overview of the numbers and percentages of

responses made by JHS and SHS homemaking teachers to each question

on the survey instrument (see questionnaire page 67). Teachers

responded least often to questions seeking total school enrollment (73

percent JHS and 77 percent SHS), amounts of money available and num-

ber of students involved in each of the content areas (43 percent JHS

and 56 percent SHS) and amounts of money available through various

avenues (67 percent JHS and 63 percent SHS). All other questions were

answered by a minimum of 93 percent of the respondents.

Program Background

Seventy-three percent (22) of the JHS and 77 percent (33) of the

SHS teachers reported the number of students enrolled in their school.

Table 3 facilitates a comparison of the school enrollments of the JHS

and SHS as reported by these respondents. The JHS and SHS

responses were both low in the 1361 and over grouping (zero per-

cent and six percent respectively). The other low JHS response

(nine percent) occurred in the 0 to 250 range, which was the group

of the highest response for the SHS (36 percent). Likewise, the other

low SHS response (three percent) occurred in the 551 to 850 range,

which was the group of highest response for the J1-IS (50 percent).

The remaining two school enrollment size groupings, 251 to 550 and

851 to 1360, received the intermediate percentages of responses
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Table 2. Numbers and percentages of responses made by JHS and SHS homemaking teachers to
each question on the survey instrument

Question No, Responses % Response
JHS SHS

(n=30) (n=43)
JHS

(%)

SHS

(%)

I. General Information

A. School enrollment 22 33 73 77

B. Grades HEc. is taught in 29 42 97 98

C. No. of HEc. teachers 29 43 97 100

D. Enrollment in HEc. 28 40 93 93

E. HEc. class make-up 29 42 97 98

P. No. of HEc. years taught 30 43 100 100

IL Budgeting Procedures

A. Budget for own classes 28 42 93 98

B. All teachers par ticipate 30 43 100 100

C. Administration cooperates 30 43 100 100

D. Know amounts remaining 30 43 100 100

E. Who determines allocations 30 43 100 100

F. Allocations for foods labs. 30 43 100 100

G. Background experiences 29 43 97 100

H. Feeling adequate to budget 29 43 97 100

I. Budgeting help available 30 43 100 100

J, Content areas 13 24 43 56

K. HEc. budget covers 28 41 93 95

L. Avenues for support 28 40 93 93

(amounts available) 20 27 67 63
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(JHS--18 percent and 23 percent, and SHS--27 percent and 27 per-

cent respectively).

Table 3. Percentage of JHS and SHS homemaking teacher responses
in their school enrollment size groupings

Total School
Enrollment

# of Responses % of Schools
JHS

(n=22)
SHS

(n=33)
JHS
(%)

SHS
(%)

0 to 250 2 12 9 36

251 to 550 4 9 18 27

551 to 850 11 1 50 3

851 to 1360 5 9 23 27

1361 and over 0 2 0 6

Ninety-three percent of the JHS and 93 percent of the SHS

teachers reported the number of students enrolled in the homemaking

program. Table 4 shows the percentage of JHS and SHS homemaking

programs by enrollment size breakdown. The levels receiving the

greatest number of responses were the 0 to 99 level (JHS--19 percent

SHS--43 percent), the 100 to 199 level (JHS--37 percent and SHS--28

percent) and the 200 to 299 level (JHS--15 percent and SHS--15 per-

cent). The remaining responses were: (1) 300-399 level, JHS --

seven percent and SHS--three percent, (2) 400-499 level, JHS--11

percent and SHS--five percent, (4) 600-699 level, JHS--11 percent

and SHS--zero percent, and (5) 700-799 level, JHS--zero percent

and SHS--three percent.
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Averaging the percentages of the total homemaking enrollment

to the total school enrollment indicated that 36 percent of the JHS

students were involved in the homemaking program and 30 percent

of the SHS students were involved. The average of the boy-girl

breakdown was 15 percent boys and 85 percent girls in the JHS

homemaking programs and 17 percent boys and 83 percent girls in

the SHS programs.

Data showed homemaking was taught in the fifth through twelfth

grades. However, of the 71 teachers answering this question (97

percent and 98 percent) only one reported that homemaking was

offered to fifth and sixth graders. Forty-nine percent offered home-

making to seventh graders, 53 percent to eighth graders, 63 percent

to ninth graders, 56 percent to tenth graders, 57 percent to eleventh

graders, and 58 percent to twelfth graders.

Table 4. Percentage of JHS and SHS homemaking teacher responses
in their program enrollment size groupings

Homemaking
program

enrollment

Number of responses Percent of responses
JHS

(n=27)
SHS

(n=40)
JHS
(%)

SHS
(%)

less than 100 5 17 19 43
100-199 10 11 37 28
200-299 4 6 15 15
300-399 2 1 7 3

400-499 3 2 11 5

500-599 0 2 0 5

600-699 3 0 11 0
700-799 0 1 0 3
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Homemaking was most often taught in grades seven (90 percent),

eight (97 percent) and nine (53 percent) in the JHS programs; and

nine (69 percent), ten (95 percent), eleven (98 percent), and twelve

(100 percent) in the SHS programs. One needs to keep in mind that

the JHS category includes elementary, middle and junior high schools

w hich may not have the ninth grade in their building and the SHS

category includes both three and four year high schools that may

not include the ninth grade. One SHS reported having grades one

through twelve.

The student make-up of homemaking classes can be all girls,

all boys, or co-ed. It was possible for a program to offer any com-

bination of these sex groupings. Figure 2 shows that the percentage

of schools that offered these sex groupings in their homemaking

program were: (1) 90 percent of the JHS and 67 percent of the SHS

offered all girl classes, (2) 45 percent of the JHS and 42 percent

of the SHS offered all boy classes, and (3) Z3 percent of the JHS

and 56 percent of the SHS offered co-ed homemaking classes. Figure

3 shows the percent of schools that offered specific combinations of

these sex groupings. Forty-one percent of the JHS and 21 percent

of the SHS provided classes only for girls. The highest percentage

of SHS programs (31 percent) offered only co-ed classes. This con-

trasted with the lowest percentage of JHS programs (seven percent)

that offered only co-ed classes Separate boy and girl classes
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were offered in 34 percent of the JHS and 21 percent of the SHS

programs, The other two categories offered were girl and co-ed

classes; and boy, girl, and co-ed classes. These received responses

from seven percent and ten percent of the JHS and five percent and

21 percent of the SHS teachers respectively.

Seventy-two teachers (97 percent JHS and 100 percent SHS)

answered the question on the number of teachers in the homemaking

program, The range for the JHS was from one to three teachers

and the SHS range was from a half time teacher to five teachers.

As is illustrated in Figure 4, one percent of the schools had a half

time homemaking teacher, 54 percent had one teacher, 11 percent

had one and a half teachers, 18 percent had two teachers, three

percent had two and a half teachers, ten percent had three teachers,

one percent had four teachers, and one percent had five teachers in

their homemaking department.

Grouping the teachers in terms of the number of years they

had taught homemaking indicates that 50 percent of the responding

teachers (100 percent JHS and 100 percent SHS) had taught homemak-

ing for less than six years. As Figure 5 shows: 18 percent of the

respondents were first year teachers, while 32 percent had taught

from two to five years, Seventeen percent of the teachers had taught

from six to ten years, 15 percent from 11 to 15 years, eight percent
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from 16 to 20 years, and ten percent at least 21 years.

Budgeting Practices

As a group the nine questions (HA -II I) on the survey instru-

ment, which were designed to identify specifics pertaining to budgeting

practices, received the highest response percentages. All questions

received 100 percent response from the JHS and SHS teachers except:

(1) II A (budget for own classes) received 93 percent JHS and 98 per-

cent SHS response, (2) II G (background experiences) received 97

percent JHS response and (3) II H (feel adequate to budget) received

97 percent JHS response.

The Budget

Table 5 facilitates a comparison of the responses to the ques-

tions pertaining to budgeting practices, Sixty-four percent of the

JHS and 90 percent of the SHS teachers indicated that they developed

their own class budgets. In those homemaking departments having

more than one teacher (14 JHS and 20 SHS), it was indicated by 71

percent JHS and 85 percent SHS teachers that all of the teachers in

the department participated in the development of the departmental

budget. Only in 45 percent of the departments was the question

applicable, since 55 percent of the departments had one teacher. It

was felt that cooperative effort existed between homemaking teachers
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Table 5. The percentage responses to the questions pertaining to
budgeting practices

Budgeting
practice

Number of responses Percentage of responses
JHS SHS JHS SHS

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Develop own
class budget

18 10 38 4 64 36 90 10

All teachers
participate in
departmental
budgeting

10 4 17 3 71 29 85 15

Cooperative
effort between
administrators
and teachers

17 13 36 5 57 43 88 12

Know remaining
amounts in
budget

23 7 37 6 77 23 86 14
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and their administration in budgeting development by 57 percent of

the JHS and 88 percent of the SHS teachers. When asked if they knew

the amounts remaining in the budget, 77 percent JHS and 86 percent

SHS teachers answered yes.

For those teachers who knew the amounts remaining in their

budget, Figure 6 shows a comparison of the procedures used by the

JHS and SHS homemaking teachers to keep current on the status of

the budget (multiple response possible). Presented in ascending

order, 33 percent of the JHS and 16 percent of the SHS teachers

answered that their administration kept them informed; 50 percent

of the JHS and 33 percent of the SHS teachers asked their adminis-

trator and 50 percent of the JHS and 74 percent of the SHS teachers

kept their own records. Write-ins (other) were grouped into: (1)

Office files (seven percent JHS and two percent SHS); (2) Other

personnel (ten percent JHS and nine percent SHS).

Allocations

Figure 7 identifies the persons responsible for determining

budget allocations. In the JHS 50 percent of the teachers reported

that the administration made the decisions, 37 percent reported

there was a combined teacher-administration decision, and ten

percent reported that teacher requests determined the budget amounts.

This contrasted with SHS policy where 47 percent reported a joint
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teacher and administration decision, and 19 percent was reported

in both the administration and the teacher request categories. Three

percent of the JHS and 17 percent of the SHS added under the classi-

fication of "other," that the school board helped determine the

amounts of the homemaking program allocation.

Data also indicated comparable procedures were used to deter-

mine the amounts of the foods laboratory allocations for both educa-

tional levels. Fifty percent of the JHS and 53 percent of the SHS

teachers received a lump sum amount for the entire foods program.

Thirty percent and 28 percent of the JHS and SHS teachers respec-

tively received funds on a per student basis and 17 percent and 19

percent of the JHS and SHS teachers received funds on a per class

basis. Only one JHS teacher reported her funds for foods were

unlimited (Figure 8).

Teacher Experiences

In answering the question "Considering your own background,

what experiences have helped you in managing the finances of your

department?", the teachers were directed to check as many

responses as were appropriate. As can be seen in Figure 9 the

JHS and SHS teachers responded similarly to each questiom For

both the JHS and SHS teachers the most helpful experiences were

(1) work experience--72 percent and 51 percent, (2) trial and
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error--62 percent and 84 percent and (3) other teachers--45 percent

and 42 percent. For both levels the least helpful experiences were

(1) television--three percent and two percent, (2) business classes- -

seven percent and seven percent, and (3) professional meetings--17

percent and nine percent. The remaining experience areas received

JHS and SHS teacher response percentages of (1) teacher education

classes--28 percent and 21 percent, (2) home management classes--

28 percent and 16 percent, (3) books--14 percent and 26 percent,

(4) student teaching--21 percent and 14 percent, and (5) administra-

tors- -17 percent and 26 percent. Home experience as a write-in

re sponse received 21 percent (JHS) and 19 percent (SHS).

JHS and SHS teacher responses regarding their feeling of

being adequately prepared to develop homemaking department budgets

were comparable. Sixty-six percent of the JHS and 65 percent of

the SHS teachers felt adequately prepared.

For each background experience that teachers felt had helped

them in the financial management of their departments, the percen-

tage of the JHS and SHS teacher responses were calculated and pre-

sented in Table 6, in terms of their feelings of being adequtely

prepared to budget (yes-no). Teachers feeling adequately prepared

to budget responded most often to: work experience (79 percent

and 64 percent), trial and error (53 percent and 86 percent) and

other teachers (47 percent and 32 percent). All of the remaining



Table 6. Percentage of JHS and SHS homemaking teacher response to specific background
experiences related to their feelings of being adequately prepared to budget
(multiple responses possible)

37

Experiences JHS SHS

Yes

(%)

No

(%)
(n=29)

Yes

(%)

No

(%)
(n=43)

Work experience 79 70 64 27

Teacher education classes 26 30 11 40

Home management classes 32 20 18 13

Business classes 11 11

Professional meetings 26 14

Books, magazines, texts 21 21 33

Student teaching 21 20 4 33

Trial and error 53 80 86 80

Administrators 21 10 21 33

Other teachers 47 40 32 53

Television 5 4

Other:

Experiences at home 26 10 21 13
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experiences received less than 33 percent response from JHS

teachers and 22 percent from the SHS teachers. These were:

teacher education classes (26 percent and 11 percent), home man-

agement classes (32 percent and 18 percent), business classes (11

percent and 11 percent), professional meetings (26 percent and 14

percent), books, magazines and texts (21 percent and 21 percent),

student teaching (21 percent and four percent), administrators (21

percent and 21 percent), television (five percent and four percent)

and "other" experiences, home (26 percent and 21 percent). JHS

and SHS teachers not feeling adequately prepared to budget were less

consistent in their responses. Only the trial and error category was

responded to most often by both levels (80 percent and 80 percent).

In contrast to those teachers who felt adequately prepared to budget,

this group did not indicate that business classes (zero percent and

zero percent), professional meetings (zero percent and zero percent)

and television (zero percent and zero percent) had helped them. JHS

teachers also did not respond to the books, magazine and text cate-

gory. The remaining categories were: work experience (70 percent

and 27 percent), teacher education (30 percent and 40 percent), books,

magazines and texts (zero percent and 33 percent), student teaching

(20 percent and 33 percent), administrators (ten percent and 33

percent), other teachers (40 percent and 53 percent) and "other,"

home (ten percent and 13 percent).
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By combining the responding JHS and SHS teachers into a

single group, Figure 10 illustrates the percentage of teachers, for

number of years taught and their feelings of being adequately pre-

pared to budget. Fifteen percent of the respondents were first year

teachers and felt unprepared to budget while three percent felt pre-

pared; 13 percent were two to five year teachers and felt unprepared

while 19 percent felt prepared; four percent were six to ten year

year teachers and felt unprepared while 13 percent felt prepared; and

three percent were 11 to 15 year teachers and felt unprepared while

12 percent felt prepared. All of the respondents with more than 15

years of experience felt adequately prepared to budget, 16 to 20

years--eight percent and 21+ years--ten percent.

Forty-five percent of the JHS and 51 percent of the SHS teachers

knew that budgeting help was available in their school districts, while

31 percent and 40 percent said no help was available. More JHS

teachers, 24 percent, did not know the answer to this question than

SHS teachers, nine percent (Table 7). Of all of the teachers who

did not feel adequately prepared to develope homemaking budgets

only 13 percent of the SHS teachers did not know if district help was

available. Of the teachers not feeling adequately prepared, 50 per-

cent of the JHS and 47 percent of the SHS teachers reported this type

of help was not available, while 50 percent and 40 percent reported

it was. Of the teachers who did feel adequately prepared to
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Table 7. The percentage of responses for teacher feelings of being adequately prepared to develop
homemaking budgets in relation to their knowledge of the availability of budgeting help in
their district.

Is Budgeting help available?
Yes No Don' t Know

Base (n) n % n % n
JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS

Feel adequately
prepared to
develop budgets

yes 19 28 8 16 42 57 4 10 21 36 7 2 37 7

no 10 15 5 6 50 40 5 7 50 47 0 2 0 13

Total response
to question

29 43 13 22 45 51 9 17 31 40 7 4 24 9
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develop homemaking budgets 37 percent of the JHS and seven percent

of the SHS teachers did not know if district help was available. Of

the teachers not feeling adequately prepared, 21 percent and 36

percent reported this type of help was not available, while 42 per-

cent and 57 percent reported it was.

Content Areas

In response to the question which asked the teachers how much

money was available in each of the content areas and the number of

students involved, 15 JHS and 15 SHS teachers did not give either

break-down. Eight of the JHS and seven of the SHS teachers

responded with only a program lump sum. Therefore, 57 percent

of the JHS and 44 percent of the SHS teachers did not answer this

question.

Utilizing the responses of those teachers who did indicate that

money was available for the specific content areas (13 JHS and 24

SHS), Figure 11 shows that of these,100 percent at both levels indi-

cated that money was available for foods and nutrition, 62 percent

of the JHS and 67 percent of the SHS indicated that funds were avail-

able for miscellaneous clothing and textile supplies, 31 percent and

50 percent for child development, 31 percent and 50 percent for

housing and home management, eight percent and 29 percent for

relationships, 15 percent and 21 percent for consumer education and

eight percent and 13 percent for occupational homemaking. A close
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correlation can be seen in terms of which content areas most often

receive financial support. At both levels, foods and nutrition and

clothing and textiles rank the highest, followed by child development

and housing and home management.

The number distribution of JHS and SHS teacher responses

for the dollar amounts available per student in each content area in

Table 8 A, was used to calculate the percentage distribution in

Table 8 B. At the JHS level less than $1. 00 per student was avail-

able in 100 percent of the responses for child development, relation-

ships, clothing and textiles, housing and home management, and

consumer education. In comparison, child development had 50

percent of the SHS programs with less than $1.00 per student avail-

able, 25 percent had $1.00 -1.99 available, 17 percent had $2.00-2.99

available and eight percent had $3. 00-3.99 available; in relationships

38 percent had less than $1. 00 and 63 percent had $1. 00-1.99; in

clothing and textiles 59 percent had less than $1. 00, 18 percent had

$1. 00-1.99, 12 percent had $2, 00 -2.99, six percent had $3. 00-3. 99,

and six percent had $6. 00-6. 99; in housing and home management 46

percent had less than $1. 00, 23 percent had $1.00-1.99, eight percent

had $2.00-2.99, eight percent had $9.00-9.99, and 15 percent had

$6. 00-6.99; and in consumer education 67 percent had $1. 00 -1.99

and 33 percent had $2. 00-2. 99. In foods and nutrition 23 percent of

the JHS programs had $1. 00-1. 99, 54 percent had $2. 00-2. 99, and



Table 8A, The number distribution of JHS and SHS homemaking teacher responses for the dollar amounts available per student in each content area.

A mount
per student

Child
Development

Relations Clothing and
Textiles

Foods and
Nutrition

Housing and
Home Man.

Consumer
Ed

Occup.
Homemaking

($) JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS
(n=4) (n=12) (n=1) (n=8) (n=8) (n=17) (n=13) (n=22) (n=4) (n=13) (n=2) (n=3) (n=0) (n=3)

. 00- . 99 4 6 1 3 8 10 4 6 2

1.00- 1. 99 3 5 3 3 2 3 2

2.00- 2.99 2 2 7 2 1 1

3. 00- 3. 99 1 1 1 3

4. 00- 4. 99 1 2

5.00- 5. 99 1 3 1

6.00- 6. 99 1 3 2 1

7. 00- 7. 99 2

8.00- 8.99 2

9. 00- 9, 99 1

10. 00-10. 99 1

11.00 -11. 99 2

15.00 1



Table 8B. The percentage distribution of JHS and SHS homemaking teacher responses for the dollar amounts available per student in each content
area.

Child
Development

Relations Clothing and
Textiles

Foods and
Nutrition

Housing and
Home Man.

Consumer
Ed

Occup.
Homemaking

JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS SHS

cr

JHS SHS JHS SHS

(n=4) (n=12) (n=1) (n=8) (n=8) (n=17) (n=13) (n=22) (n=4) (n=13) (n=2) (n=3) (n=0) (n=3)

.00- 99 100 50 100 38 100 59 100 46 100

1.00- 1. 99 25 63 18 23 9 23 67

2.00- 2. 99 17 12 54 9 8 33 33

3.00- 3. 99 8 6 8 14

4. 00- 4. 99 8 9

5.00- 5. 99 8 14

6.00- 6. 99 6 14 15

7. 00- 7. 99 33

8.00- 8. 99 9

9.00- 9. 99 8

10.00 -10. 99 5

11. 00-11. 99 9

15.00 33
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eight percent had each of the next three level amounts, $3. 00 -3. 99,

$4. 00 -4.99 and $5. 00 -5.99. In the SHS programs foods and nutrition

had nine percent in the six levels of $1.00-1.99, $2.00-2.99, $4.00-

4.99, $7.00-7.99, $8. 00-8. 99 and $11.00-11.99; 14 percent had the

level amounts of: $3.00-3.99, $5. 00 -5. 99, and $6. 00 -6.99 and five

percent had $10.00-10.99. JHS teachers did not indicate that money

was available for occupational homemaking while in the SHS programs

33 percent had each of the three level amounts of $2. 00-2.99, $7. 00-

7. 99 and $15.00.

The numbers, ranges, means and standard deviations for

actual money available per student for each content area in the JHS

and SHS homemaking programs were summarized in Table 9.1 This

table shows the differences that exist in the average dollar amounts

available for the content areas. On the average, the JHS had avail-

able consistently less money per student than SHS for each content

area, The mean dollar amounts available were: child development--

$. 15 JHS and $1.33 SHS, relationships--$0. 05 JHS and $1. 13 SHS,

clothing and textiles--$.26 JHS and $1.41 SHS, foods--$2. 50 JHS

and $6. 59 SHS, housing--$. 23 JHS and $2. 39 SHS, consumer educa-

tion--$. 40 JHS and $2.37 SHS, and occupational homemaking--not

offered JHS and $8. 37 SHS.

1The number, range and standard deviation have been included
in Table 9 in the event that statistical evaluation is desired.



Table 9. The range, mean and standard deviation of money available for each content area in the JHS and SHS homemaking programs

Content Area n Range Mean Standard Deviation
JHS SHS JHS SHS JHS

($) ($) ($)

SHS

($)

JHS

($)

SHS

($)

Child Development 4 12 . 10- . 52 21- 3, 00 . 15 1. 33 . 08 . 91

Relationships 1 8 . 14- 1.88 . 05 1. 13 .71

Clothing and Textiles 8 17 .07- . 58 .07- 6. 60 . 26 1. 41 . 20 1. 67

Foods and Nutrition 13 22 1.03 -5. 00 2.00 -11. 11 2.50 6.59 1. 18 2.71

Housing and Home 4 13 .02- .75 .08- 9. 38 . 23 2. 39 . 35 2. 90
Management

Consumer Education 2 3 .04- . 75 1.00- 5.00 .40 2. 37 . 50 2. 28

Occupational 0 3 2. 61-15. 00 8. 37 6. 24
Homemaking
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The Homemaking Budget

Ninety-three percent of the JHS and 95 percent of the SHS

teachers indicated what the homemaking budget was expected to

cover. A comparison of the JHS and SHS teacher responses, as

shown in Figure 12, reveals that the ten items most often responded

to at both levels were: (1) food supplies--100 percent and 98 percent,

(2) miscellaneous clothing supplies--89 percent and 90 percent, (3)

cleaning supplies--79 percent and 69 percent, (4) teaching aids--75

percent and 83 percent, (5) miscellaneous child care supplies--68

percent and 78 percent, (6) new instructional materials--64 percent

and 83 percent, (7) replacement of instructional materials--64 per-

cent and 76 percent, (8) miscellaneous room accessories--57 percent

and 68 percent, (9) maintenance and repairs--43 percent and 56

percent and (10) capital equipment--38 percent and 68 percent. The

remaining ten items all received less than 35 percent response.

They were: (1) field trips--11 percent and 17 percent, (2) textbooks- -

21 percent and 29 percent, (3) magazines-29 percent and 32 percent,

(4) reference books--29 percent and 34 percent, (5) professional

expenses--14 percent and 22 percent, (6) needy student provisions- -

18 percent and ten percent, (7) reimbursement for personal

expenses--21 percent and 20 percent, (8) FHA-- zero percent and

five percent, (9) other; mendingfour percent and zero percent
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and crafts-- four percent and two percent.

Avenues for Resources

The respondents were asked to consider possible avenues their

homemaking department could draw from and/or is supported by,

and to check those from which their department received resources.

They were also asked to fill in the approximate dollar amounts

that they received for the 1973-1974 school year. Two JHS teachers

did not respond but wrote the following comments, "I cannot answer

this question because this school has a policy of not telling me how

much money I have available or where it comes from," and "I can't

answer these questions I get what I ask for whether it is budgeted

or not." One other teacher gave the general homemaking department

amount and added, "Can't answer - in the hands of the Powers that

be!" Three SHS teachers did not respond, and one other teacher

checked resources but wrote "Amounts not available to me."

Six JHS and nine SHS teachers responded by checking possible

resources but did not give dollar amounts. Twelve JHS and one SHS

teacher reported only the dollar amount in the general homemaking

department budget category. Ten of these 12 JHS and the one SHS

teacher checked other resources, leaving out the dollar amounts.

Only 67 percent of the JHS teachers and 63 percent of the SHS

teachers gave the dollar amount break-down requested. Because of
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these low responses, Figure 13 was included to reveal the extent

to which each avenue was used to support the homemaking depart-

ments. The avenues receiving at least 50 percent response were:

(1) general textbook,-75 percent and 75 percent, (2) school library--

54 percent and 88 percent, (3) capital equipment--71 percent and 58

percent, (4) instructional materials--50 percent and 63 percent,

(5) school maintenance and repairs--57 percent and 78 percent,

(6) surplus foods--61 percent and 65 percent, (7) general homemak-

ing budget--82 percent and 68 percent, (8) office supplies--64 percent

and 65 percent, and (9) professional expenses--54 percent and 70

percent. The remaining avenues received less than 39 percent

response. These were: (1) emergency fund--14 percent and 13

percent, (2) foods labs. only--11 percent and 38 percent, (3) art

supplies--25 percent and 35 percent, (4) government funding- -four

percent and eight percent, (5) travel in district--21 percent and 28

percent, (6) student fees--14 percent and 13 percent, (7) needy

students (district support)--four percent and 15 percent, (8) other:

field trips--zero percent and five percent and style show--zero

percent and three percent, (9) miscellaneous contributionsfour

percent and ten percent, (10) teacher and/or student earnings --18

percent and 13 percent, and (11) miscellaneous support for needy

students--21 percent and three percent.

The numbers, ranges, means and standard deviation of actual
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money amounts available from various resource avenues used to

support the JHS and SHS homemaking programs were summarized in
2

Table 10. The table shows the differences that exist in the average

dollar amounts available from each resource area. The mean dollar

amounts were: textbooks-42.64 JHS and $3.98 SHS, library--$7. 00

JHS and $66. 00 SHS, capital equipment-44.78 JHS and $5.96 SHS,

instructional materials-41.21 JHS and $6. 87 SHS, maintenance

$2. 13 JHS and $87. 00 SHS, emergency fund--no response JHS and

$200. 00 SHS, foods labs. --$517 JHS and $2450 SHS, surplus foods- -

$57 JHS and $13 SHS, homemaking department budget--$718 JHS

and $1418 SHS, art supplies--$50 JHS and $5 SHS, office supplies-

$86 JHS and $25 SHS, government funding - -no response JHS and

$138 SHS, travel in district --no response JHS and $30 SHS, confer-

ence travel--$70 JHS and $140 SHS, student fees--$600 JHS and

$96 SHS, needy students (district support)--no response JHS and

no response SHS, contributions-46.50 JHS and no response SHS,

earnings-4101 JHS and $120 SHS and needy students (other sources)- -

no response JHS and no response SHS.

Three 31-1S and five SHS teachers reported that students paid

fees to the homemaking budget. These amounts were $1. 50 in two

2 The number, range and standard deviation have been included
in Table 10 in the event that statistical evaluation is desired.



Table 10. The range, mean and standard deviation of money available from various resource areas to support the JHS and SHS homemaking programs.

Resource Area n Range Mean Standard Deviation
JHS SHS JHS

($)

SHS

($)

JHS

($)

SHS

($)

JHS

($)

SHS

($)

Textbook 4 4 140- 425 110- 850 264 398 144 344

Library 1 5 20- 100 7 66 34

Capitol Equipment 7 8 75-1000 265-1149 478 596 307 298

Instructional Materials 4 8 15- 200 10-2500 121 687 78 828

Maintenance 2 7 25- 400 15- 170 213 87 265 51

Emergency Fund 0 1 200

Foods Labs. 3 2 22- 600 1400-3500 517 2450 144 1485

Surplus Foods 4 3 5- 100 3- 20 57 13 50 9

Homemaking Budget 17 5 100-1823 1200-1680 718 1418 611 184

Art Supplies 1 1 50 5

Office Supplies 4 2 10- 243 10- 40 86 25 109 21

Gov. Funding 0 1 138

Travel in Dist. 0 1 30

Conference Travel 1 3 70- 240 70 140 89

Student Fees 1 1 600 96

Needy Student (Dist. ) 0 0

Contributions 1 0 650

Earnings 4 1 20- 300 101 120 133

Needy Student (Other)) 0 0
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schools and $5. 00 in the other. SHS students paid $3. 00 in one

school, $4. 50 in another and $5. 00 in three other schools.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary objective of this study was to summarize the budg-

eting procedures used by public school homemaking teachers in

Oregon. It was hoped the results of the study will:

1. Benefit teacher education in preparing future teachers to cope

with the intricacies involved in developing workable budgets.

2. Help administrators in their work with the homemaking depart-

ment and the general budget.

3. Help initiate new teachers to the homemaking program.

4. Aid current teachers in evaluating and revising ongoing budgets.

A search of existing literature provided a basis for construc-

tion of the questionnaire which was developmentally tested by 12

administrators and homemaking teachers. The survey instrument

included provisions for assessing (1) background data, (2) specifics

pertaining to budgeting practices, (3) the role of budgeting in the con-

tent areas, (4) what the homemaking budget was expected to cover

and (5) possible avenues which financially support the department.

The systematic sample included 25 percent of the public school

homemaking departments in Oregon. A 73 percent return, was

received from the sample.

Analysis of the data collected revealed that 36 percent of the
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elementary and junior high school (HIS) and 30 percent of the senior

high school (SHS) students were involved in the homemaking classes.

School enrollments were 51 percent boys and 49 percent girls, while

homemaking enrollments were 15 percent boys and 85 percent girls in

the HIS programs and 17 percent boys and 83 percent girls in the SHS

programs. Therefore, if the current trend of offering more boys

classes and more co-ed homemaking classes continues, homemaking

enrollments will grow increasingly larger with the need for more

staff and larger money appropriations.

Fifty-five percent of the homemaking departments had one

teacher, with 18 percent of all the teachers having only one year of

teaching experience and 50 percent of all the teachers having less

than six years of experience. Only 63 percent (60 percentHIS and

65 percent--SHS) of the teachers felt adequately prepared to budget.

Of the teachers with one year of experience, 83 percent (15 percent of all

teachers) did not feel adequately prepared and of those with less than

six years of experience, 56 percent (18 percent of all teachers) did

not feel adequately prepared to budget. Forty-nine percent of all the

teachers (47 percent--JHS and 51 percent--SHS) reported that budget-

ing help was available in their districts. Since most teachers felt

trial and error (62 percent - -JHS and 84 percent--SHS) and work

experience (72 percent--JHS and 51 percent--SHS) had helped them

the most in their departmental financial management, more guidance
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at the university level in teacher education and more guidance at the

school district level seems imperative if teachers are to have the

essential budgeting skills in their early years of teaching.

Seventy-seven percent of the JHS and 86 percent of the SHS

teachers reported that they knew the amounts of money remaining in

their budget. Ninety-three percent reported avenues that were avail-

able for supporting their department, but only 67 percent of the JHS

and 63 percent of the SHS teachers actually reported the amounts of

money that were available for their use. Likewise in the content

areas only 43 percent of the JHS and 56 percent of the SHS teachers

reported how many students they had and how much money they could

spend for each content area. It is the author! s contention that if the

homemaking teacher is to maximize the educational offerings of the

homemaking program she must keep current on the status of the

resources available to her, a procedure apparently not practiced

due to the above contradicting responses,

The SHS homemaking teachers played a larger role in the

determination of budget allocations than did the JHS teachers.

81 percent of the SHS and 50 percent of the JHS the homemaking

teachers were involved in the decision making process. This could

be one reason for consistently less money being allocated for the

JHS programs than for the SHS programs.

A close correlation between the two educational levels could be
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seen in terms of which content areas most often received financial

support. The percent of JHS and SHS indicating that money was

available specifically for each content area and the average amount

of money per student was, respectively: foods and nutrition--100

percent and $2. 50, 100 percent and $6. 59; clothing and textiles--62

percent and $.26, 67 percent and $1.41; child development--31 per-

cent and $. 15, 50 percent and $1. 33; housing and home management- -

31 percent and $.23, 50 percent and $2. 39; relationships --.8 percent

and $.05, 29 percent and $1. 13; consumer education--15 percent

and $. 00, 21 percent and $2. 37; and occupational homemaking--8

percent and $. 00, 13 percent and $8. 37.

A fairly close correlation existed between the JHS and SHS

levels in terms of what the homemaking budget was expected to cover.

The top ten rated items included at both levels were: food supplies,

miscellaneous clothing construction supplies, cleaning supplies,

teaching aids, miscellaneous child care supplies, new instructional

materials, replacement of instructional materials, miscellaneous

room accessories, maintenance and repairs and capital equipment.

Future Homemakers of America and a fund for needy students were

the items included in the fewest number of budgets.

Only 30 percent of the JHS and 47 percent of the SHS teachers

gave the dollar amount break-down requested for the avenues that

support the homemaking program. The top four rated resources
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with the average amount of money available for the JHS were: general

homemaking department budget--$718.00, general textbook account- -

$264.00, capital equipment- -$478.00, and office supplies- -$86.00.

The top four for the SHS were: school library--$66.00, school main-

tenance and repairs--$87.00, general textbooks--$398.00, and travel

in district-professional expenses--$30.00.

Analysis of the data gave an indication for the need of the follow-

ing recommendations in order to strengthen the educational effort of

the state.

1. Exploration to determine what budgeting practices are used by

public school teachers in other vocational. areas.

2. A series of workshops with emphasis on the development of

skills and competencies in the use of budgeting practices.

3. A follow up study to determine the expectations administrators

have of their homemaking teacher's adequacy in financial man-

agement.

4. A follow up study with emphasis on the money amounts the

homemaking departments have available.

5. More training in budgeting procedures in teacher education

programs at the university level.
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APPENDIX A

Questionnaire

on

BUDGETING PROCEDURES USED BY

PUBLIC SCHOOL HOMEMAKING

TEACHERS IN OREGON

by

Neva Clausen



13,0, Box 774
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
February 15, 1974

Dear Colleague:

You have been selected to assist in a study of the budgeting
procedures used in the public school homemaking programs in the
state of Oregon, This study will be in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for a Master of Science degree in Home Economics
Education at Oregon State University, and your individual contri-
bution is of primary importance in data collection,

It is hoped that this study will: (1) benefit teacher education
in preparing future teachers to cope with the intricacies involved
in developing workable budgets; (2) help administrators in their
work with the homemaking department and the general budget;
(3) initiate new teachers to the program; and (4) aid current
teachers in evaluating and revising ongoing budgets.

Will you please complete the questionnaire and return it
within the next few days? Your response will be held in the
strictest of confidence as information released will be state wide
averages, ranges, and summaries.

The expenditure of your time, energy and cooperation in
this study will be greatly appreciated. If you are interested in
the findings, it is expected that the summary and conclusions
will be included in the Fall Consumer and Home Economics
General Letter from the office of Pauline Goodwin.

you.
Thank you again. I am looking forward to hearing from

Sincerely yours,
f n /

Neva Clausen

"Here is something
That isn't so funny,

To have too much year
At the end of the money. "

Oregon Board of Education

67a



QUESTIONNAIRE

Budgeting Procedure Used for the 1973-74 School year E. Who determines the amount of the budget allocation?
the administration
teacher request

I. General Information teacher-administration decision
Please answer the following questions by checking or filling in all other (please specify
answers applicable to your situation.

A.

B.

C. Total number of homemaking teachers in this school

F. How are allocations for food labs determined?
amount per student
amount per class
amount for entire foods program
other (please specify

G. Considering your own background what experiences have helped
you in managing the finances of your department? Check as

Total school enrollment, boys girls

Grades in which homemaking is taught:5 6 0 7 8 9 10 11 12

D. Total enrollment in the 1973-74 homemaking program,
boys

E. Homemaking classes are: all girl, all boy co-ed.

F. I have taught homemaking number of years.

6 7b

girls many responses as are appropriate.

II. Budgeting Procedure
Please check the appropriate answers, feel free in question D to
specify other methods that you use.

A. Do you develop the yearly budget for your classes?
yes no

B. If there are two or more teachers in your department do you
all participate in the development of the yearly budget for
the department?

yes no

C. Do you work cooperatively with your administration in
developing the budget?

yes no

D Throughout the school year, do you know the amounts remaining
in your budget?

yes 1:1 no

If yes, how do you know the amounts?
the administration keeps me informed
I ask the administration
I keep my own records
other (please specify

work experience
teacher education training (University level)
home management classes
business classes
inservice and/or professional meetings
books, magazines, textbooks
student teaching
trial and error - do it yourself
administrators
other teachers
television
other (please specify

H. Lb you feel adequately prepared to develop homemaking
budgets?

yes no

Is budgeting help available in your district if you wanted
it?

yes no

I.



J. For the 1973-74 homemaking program how much money is avail-
able for each of the content areas? Please include the approximate
number of students involved in each area during the year.

amount
available

number of
students

child development

relationships

clothing and textiles

foods and nutrition

housing and home management

consumer education

occupational homemaking

other (please specify

K. For the 1973-74 school year what is the homemaking budget
expected to cover? (Please read through question L before
you begin checking your responses for K.

teaching aids
0
CI

0
0
CI

0
0

0
0
0
CI

CI

field trips
maintenance and repairs
new instructional materials
replacement of instructional materials
capital equipment
cleaning supplies
textbooks
magazines
reference books
professional expenses
needy student provisions
reimbursement for personal expenses
Future Homemakers of America
miscellaneous clothing construction supplies
miscellaneous child care supplies
miscellaneous room accessories
food supplies
other
other

L. Considering the following possible avenues a homemaking
department can draw from and/or is supported by, please
check those from which your department receives resources.
Also please fill in the approximate amounts that are
available for the 1973-74 school year,

a. School District

b.

general textbook

CI school library

capital equipment

instructional materials

school maintenance and repair

emergency fund

allocation for foods lab only

surplus foods

general homemaking department budget

art supplies

O office supplies

state and federal funding

travel in district

travel for conferences, professional
expenses

O student fees (amount per student $

fund for needy students

other (please specify

6 7 c

Miscellaneous Sources

contributions

teacher and/or student earnings

support for needy students (please specify

other (please specify



P.O. Box 774
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
February 15, 1974

Dear Colleague:

You have been selected to assist in a study of the budgeting
procedures used in the public school homemaking programs in the
state of Oregon. This study will be in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for a Master of Science degree in Home Economics
Education at Oregon State University, and your individual contri-
bution is of primary importance in data collection.

It is hoped that this study will: (1) benefit teacher education
in preparing future teachers to cope with the intricacies involved
in developing workable budgets; (2) help administrators in their
work with the homemaking department and the general budget;
(3) initiate new teachers to the program; and (4) aid current
teachers in evaluating and revising ongoing budgets.

Will you please complete the questionnaire and return it
within the next few days? Your response will be held in the
strictest of confidence as information released will be state wide
averages, ranges, and summaries.

The expenditure of your time, energy and cooperation in
this study will be greatly appreciated. If you are interested in
the findings, it is expected that the summary and conclusions
will be included in the Fall Consumer and Home Economics
General Letter from the office of Pauline Goodwin.

you.

Thank you again. I am looking forward to hearing from

Sincerely yours,

Neva Clausen

"Here is something
That isn't so funny,

To have too much year
At the end of the money. "

Oregon Board of Education
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Budgeting Procedure Used for the 1973-74 School year

I. General Information
Please answer the following questions by checking or filling in all
answers applicable to your situation.

A. Total school enrollment, boys girls

B. Grades in which homemaking is taught:
5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 0 10 0 11 0 12

C. Total number of homemaking teachers in this school

D Total enrollment in the 1973-74 homemaking program,
boys girls

E. Homemaking classes are: all girl, all boy co-ed.

F. I have taught homemaking number of years.

II. Budgeting Procedure
Please check the appropriate answers, feel free in question D to
specify other methods that you use.

A. Do you develop the yearly budget for your classes?
yes no

B. If there are two or more teachers in your department do you
all participate in the development of the yearly budget for
the department?

yes no

C. Da you work cooperatively with your administration in
developing the budget?

yes no

D. Throughout the school year, do you know the amounts remaining
in your budget?

O yes no

If yes, how do you know the amounts?
O the administration keeps me informed
O I ask the administration

I keep my own records
O other (please specify
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E. Who determines the amount of the budget allocation?
the administration
teacher request
teacher-administration decision
other (please specify

F. How are allocations for food labs determined?
amount per student
amount per class
amount for entire foods program
other (please specify

G. Considering your own backgyound what experiences have helped
you in managing the finances of your department? Check as
many responses as are appropriate.

work experience
teacher education training (University level)
home management classes
business classes
inservice and/or professional meetings
books, magazines, textbooks
student teaching
trial and error - do it yourself
administrators
other teachers
television
other (please specify

H, Da you feel adequately prepared to develop homemaking
budgets?

yes no

Is budgeting help available in your district if you wanted
it?

y

I.

no



J. For the 1973-74 homemaking program how much money is avail-
able for each of the content areas? Please include the approximate
number of students involved in each area during the year.

amount
available

number of
students

child development

relationships

clothing and textiles

foods and nutrition

housing and home management

consumer education

occupational homemaking

other (please specify

K. For the 1973-74 school year what is the homemaking budget
expected to cover? (Please read through question L before
you begin checking your responses for K.

teaching aids
field trips
maintenance and repairs
new instructional materials
replacement of instructional materials
capital equipment
cleaning supplies
textbooks
magazines
reference books
professional expenses
needy student provisions
reimbursement for personal expenses
Future Homemakers of America
miscellaneous clothing construction supplies
miscellaneous child care supplies
miscellaneous room accessories
food supplies
other
other

L.
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Considering the following possible avenues a homemaking
department can draw from and/or is supported by, please
check those from which your department receives resources.
Also please fill in the approximate amounts that are
available for the 1973-74 school year,

a,

b.

School District

general textbook

school library

capital equipment

instructional materials

school maintenance and repair

emergency fund

allocation for foods lab only

surplus foods

general homemaking department budget

art supplies

office supplies

state and federal funding

travel in district

travel for conferences, professional
expenses

student fees (amount per student $

fund for needy students

other (please specify

Miscellaneous Sources

contributions

teacher and/or student earnings

support for needy students (please specify

other (please specify



Mrs.
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APPENDIX B

Follow -up Letter

March 6, 1974

I need your help! Several weeks ago you
received a blue questionnaire on the budgeting
procedures used by homemaking teachers in
Oregon. Won't you please fill it out and mail
it back to me? In order for this to be a valid
and useful study I need a representative sample
and High School is an important
part.

Thanks again.

Neva Clausen


